
Manage your Language guess the food related word (x) quiz. 

1.     We think it's a dead  x  but do we know it's a dead x ? 

2.     Don't over  x  the flexibility.  

3.     When you talk it is like  x  . 

4.     Every single email from him go straight into the  x  folder and that is 

probably where it should be. 

5.    There are some  x  ambitions in that letter.  

6.     I was passed around like a  x  bar.  

7.     X  is a must when you work in the NHS.  

8.    The NHS x  and x  our conscientious staff. 

9.    We are part of the  x  factory that tells people what to do.  

10.    I want you to  x  out the answers.  

11.    I'm really not a x  person, I need a x  to spice up my life.  

12.    !t's a bit of a  x  of digital offerings.  

13.    There are too many fingers in too many x  . 

14.    We need to  x  this beast of an application process.  

15.    There are other people who will  x  your hand off.  

16.    It's the x  of the month.  

17.    It's all very  x  in the sky at the moment.  

18.    We need to determine the  x  to do this. 

19.    If we x  slice then we will become less effective. 

20.    The proof is in the x  . 

21.    It's a hot  x  . 

22.    I need some  x  to keep me awake this afternoon.  

23.    Call it  x  and soup you can't separate the two. 

24. If you're not at the table you're usually for  x  ! 

25.    We will need agreement from higher up the  x chain.  

26.    We are  x  picking. 

27.    We are comparing x with x  . 

28.    I've been sitting here like a  x  . 

29.    There is a lot of   x  in what I do! 

30.    So in a  x  these pieces of work fit together  

31.    This will be our  x  and vegetables folks!  

32.    The last year has seen so much work come to  x  . 

33.    We are part of the local systems  x  and butter. 

34.    We are waiting with  x  breath! 

35.    We will need to  x  it up and see, we can't change this.  

36.    It's like talking to a  x  ,you poke it and it wobbles. 
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